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1. COMPETENCIES and LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

1.1. Competencies 

The student will progressively acquire the following competencies: 

1.1.1. Basic competencies 

 CB3: Communicate effectively about issues related to their area of study. 

 CB4: Acquire new learning autonomously in their area of study, FL teaching/learning. 

1.1.2. General competencies 

 CG2: Know the linguistic and cultural problems related to FL teaching/learning.  

 CG9: Know and understand the different social, environmental, cultural and education 

factors intervening in the process of acquisition and use of any FL together with its 

discursive and interactional aspects. 

1.1.3. Specific competencies 

 CE3: Know the evaluation tools required in FL teaching/learning. 

 CE8: Use specific terminology related to FL teaching/learning. 

 CE10: Practice and acquire the necessary skills to reach C1 English level. 

 CE11: Learn to apply different learning strategies in the different communicative skills 

(interaction and oral and written production and reception) and the features related to 

the interlanguages of those who learn any FL. 

 CE12: Know the different variants in the FL teaching/learning process from the point of 

view of the students, their communicative needs, the variants of the process itself, and 

of the continuous and verifiable evaluation.  

 CE13: Know and learn to apply the advantages of the communicative approach and the 

task-oriented learning to interact linguistically in English and Spanish. 

 

 
1.2. Learning outcomes 

 

 To be able to communicate about topics related to the field of study. 

 To acquire new knowledge in the field of Foreign Language teaching/learning in an 

autonomous way. 

 To be familiarized with the most common linguistic and cultural issues in the teaching and 

learning of Foreign Languages. 

 To understand the different social, environmental, cultural, and educative factors involved 

in the acquisition and use of Foreign Languages. 

 To become familiarized with the evaluation tools used in the teaching/learning of English. 

 To use specialized vocabulary for Foreign Language teaching/learning. 

 To practice and acquire the skills needed for obtaining the level C1 in English. 
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 To know how to apply different learning strategies for the several communicative skills 

(oral and writing comprehension and production); and the features of the interlanguage 

of those who are learning a Foreign Language. 

 To understand the different variables involved in the process of teaching/learning a 

Foreign Language, from the student’s perspective and taking into account their 

communicative needs. Also, to understand the variables involved in the very process, 

and in its continuous evaluation and certification. 

 To become familiarized and to know how to apply the advantages of the “communicative 

approach” and “learning by tasks” for the linguistic interactions in English and Spanish. 

 
2. CONTENTS 

 

2.1. Previous requirements 

Demonstrate sufficient performance at level B2 in English 

 
2.2. Description of contents 

 

This course endeavours to enhance communicative skills not only in a written context but 
also in the area of spoken English. Analysis of grammar points, vocabulary and their 
application in a communicative context will be the starting point. Written texts will be the 
reference, but audiovisual material will also be important. Finally, students will have to 
produce written material on the topics presented, showing their uptake in the content 
previously given. 

 

2.3. Detailed content 

 

 

 
Grammar units (online) 

1. Present perfect vs. Past simple 

2. Cleft Sentences 

3. Modal Verbs 

4. Relative clauses 

5. Adjectives and Adverbs 

6. Passive voice 

7. Present Perfect Continuous 

8. Past Perfect and Past Perfect Continuous. Comparative Phrases and clauses 

 

Content units (on campus) 

1. Using modern art to teach language and culture I 

2. Using modern art to teach language and culture II 

3. Teaching English language through literature I 

4. Teaching English language through literature II 

 

 
2.4. Assignments 

 

Assignments Hours Percentage of 

attendance 

AF1. Teaching sessions 40  40% 

AF2. Learning activities, individual and in groups, 
outside the lecture session 

30  30% 
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AF3. Tutorials (face-to-face and/or at a distance, 
depending on the modality) 

10  10% 

AF4. Complementary training actions 10  10% 

AF7. Evaluation Activities 10  10% 

 
3. EVALUATION SYSTEM: 

 
3.1. Grading:  

 

0 - 4,9 Suspenso (SS) 

5,0 - 6,9 Aprobado (AP) 

7,0 - 8,9 Notable (NT) 

9,0 - 10 Sobresaliente (SB) 

 
3.2. Assessment:  

 

Convocatoria ordinaria 

 

Sistemas de evaluación Porcentaje 

Final exam 70% 

Participation 15% 

Final assessment  15% 

 

Convocatoria extraordinaria 

 

Sistemas de evaluación Porcentaje 

Final exam 60% 

Participation 10% 

Final assessment  30% 

 

3.3. Restrictions:  

 

Minimum passing grade:  

It is necessary to obtain a pass (5) in the final exam (either in the regular or repeat evaluation). 

Any grade under 5 is considered a fail. 

 

Attendance:  

In order to make up the final average grade, the student is required to attend a 75% of the 

sessions specified in the syllabus. Otherwise he might not be allowed to sit the final exam 

(convocatoria ordinaria)  

 

Writing conventions 

Be careful with the use of English. Make sure you revise grammar, spelling and punctuation 

before handing in activities /projects exams. Handwriting must be legible.  
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3.4. Plagiarism 

You are required to develop the proposed activities yourself. Plagiarism (illegal and unauthorized 
copying) will be penalized with a zero grade (0). Nebrija University will treat cases of plagiarism 
very seriously. Plagiarism includes, but is not limited to: using someone else’s (Internet, books, 
classmates, etc.) ideas or words without appropriate acknowledgement. All suspected cases of 
academic dishonesty will follow the procedures outlined in the Reglamento del Alumno 
(Universidad Nebrija).  

 

 
4. BIBLIOGRAPHY: 

BASIC READING 

 

 Brumfit, Christopher, and Ronald Carter, Literature and Language Teaching. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1999 

 Collie, Joanne and Stephen Slater, Literature in the Language Classroom. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1988. 

 Grundy, Peter, et al. English Through Art: 100 Activities to Develop Language Skills 

London: Helbling Languages, 2011. 

 Maley, Alan, and Nik Peachey. Creativity in the English language Classroom. London: 
British Council, 2015. 

 Pinter, Annamaria, Teaching Young Language Learners. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012 

 Read, Carol, 500 Activities for the Primary Classroom. Oxford: MacMillan Education, 
2007. 

 Scrivener, Jim, Classroom Management Techniques. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2014 

 Swan, Michael, Practical English Usage (Third Edition). Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2005. 

 

COMPLEMENTARY SOURCES 

Books 

 Macintyre Latta, Margaret and Elaine Chan, Teaching the Arts to Engage English 

Language Learners, New York: Routledge, 2011. 

 Parrot, Martin. Grammar for English Language Teachers (2nd ed.), Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2010. 

 Scrivener, Jim, Learning Teaching (Third Edition). London: MacMillan, 2011.  

 Seymour, David, and Maria Popova. 700 Classroom Activities: Instant Lessons for Busy 

Teachers, London: Macmillan, 2013. 

 Wajnryb, Ruth, Stories: Narrative Activities for the Language Classroom. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2003. 

 

Internet resources:  

 Teaching resources (British Council webpage) 

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/teaching-adults/resources  

 Teaching network and resources (The Guardian) https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-

network  

 Exercises:  

- http://www.oup.com/elt/select?url=%2Feltnew%2Fstudents%2F%3Foup_jspFileNa

me%3DstudentSites.jsp  

- http://www.cambridge.org/elt/resources/adult/  

- http://uk.cambridge.org/elt/students/youngadults/default.html  

- http://www.anp.gov.br/?id=470  

 

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/teaching-adults/resources
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network
http://www.oup.com/elt/select?url=%2Feltnew%2Fstudents%2F%3Foup_jspFileName%3DstudentSites.jsp
http://www.oup.com/elt/select?url=%2Feltnew%2Fstudents%2F%3Foup_jspFileName%3DstudentSites.jsp
http://www.cambridge.org/elt/resources/adult/
http://uk.cambridge.org/elt/students/youngadults/default.html
http://www.anp.gov.br/?id=470
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Vocabulary:  

- http://www.visualthesaurus.com/index.jsp  

 

Listening:   

- http://www.esl-lab.com/  

 

Reading activities / British culture and newspapers:  

- http://www.culturelab-uk.com/  

- www.bbc.co.uk  

- www.guardian.co.uk  

 

5. PROFESSOR 

 

Nombre y Apellidos María Porras Sánchez 

Departamento Lenguas Aplicadas y Educación 

Titulación académica Doctora en Estudios Literarios y Culturales en Lengua Inglesa 

Correo electrónico  mporras@nebrija.es 

Localización Campus de Princesa. Sala de Profesores 

Tutoría Contactar con la profesora previa petición de hora por e-mail 

 

Experiencia docente, 

investigadora y/o 

profesional, así como 

investigación del 

profesor aplicada a la 

asignatura, y/o 

proyectos 

profesionales de 

aplicación. 

 

María Porras Sánchez has a Ph.D. in English Literary and Cultural 
Studies from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. She lectures 
in the Department of English Literature at the Universidad 
Complutense. She has also experience in online education, as she 
is currently lecturing Literary Translation at the Universitat Oberta 
de Catalunya. 
 
She combines her teaching and research with her work as a literary 
translator and copyreader for publishing houses such as Editorial 
Siruela and HarperCollins. She has taught at Aberystwyth 
University and she has also worked as an arts administrator at the 
Instituto Cervantes headquarters in Madrid. 
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